How to get cheaper Google AdWords
traffic with higher Quality Scores.

START HERE
Do nothing.
Keyword is fine.
List all your keywords
sorted by how much
they cost you.

Do nothing. Keyword
is getting fine.

no

Pick first keyword
from your list.

Is QS ≤ 6?

yes

Is trend up?

Check trend

yes

no

You need to increase
CTR buddy.

how?

Check adgroup

Your copy sucks.
Write better ads.

how?
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Check match
types

Mostly
broad?

no

nt!

no

yes

Adgroup more
than 10 keywords?

yes

Ve

Use exact, phrase,
or modified broad
match. Add
negative keywords.

Figure out exactly what the person
behind the specific keyword is really
searching for.

REGROUP ASAP!
Divide it into smaller
adgroups of no more
than 10 keywords.

Type keyword in Google and analyse
natural search results.

What do
you see?

Moslty websites
teaching stuff.

Moslty websites
selling stuff.

INFORMATIONAL INTENT

COMMERCIAL INTENT

The person behind your keyword is
educating herself. Promise information.

The person behind your keyword wants
to buy. Promise a great deal.

What kinds of deals are the websites in
the search results promoting?

What kind of information are the
websites in the search results giving
away? What are they not providing?

Promote a better deal in your ad:
• Give away something similar
• Give away something they others
are not providing.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In what format?
• Don't just give it away, ask for an
email adress in exchange of the
information.

free shipping
faster deliver
cheaper prices
better support
money back guarantee
more features
discount
etc...

Or help the searcher make a better
buying decision:

• Give it away in video, PDF, audio
format.

• Promise a review of or comparision
table of you and your competition.

If your information is great, not only will
you get higher CTR, they will be more
likely to buy from you.

Every search is a question. Your job is to show that you
understand the question and that you have an answer that is
better than anyone competing for your prospects attention...
In less than 85 characters!
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